
Itsupersymmetry L

What is supersymmetry? In increasing order of speculativeness,

1. a genealization of the Poincare algebra, in fact
the wine extension of spacetive symmetrics

2. a playground for toy models of field theory

( "super-Yoy-Mills is the harmonic oscillator ofFT"

3. a way to ensure the vacuum energy concels

4. a doubling of the particle content of the Sun that
could solve the hierarchy problem and provide a
DM condidate

will focus mostly on (1 ... (8) was very popular 20 years
ago, but now experimetal evidence so far, and much
of the motivation has been killed by the LHC.

supersymmetry exchosand fermions.

&(603) = (tenion], Qlfemia) - Joson
.

Unlike e.g. Poincare, where Potion is the infinitesimal

greator of translations& is not an infinitesimal symmetry
in the ordinary sense: it is itself a spiror! So its algebr
will obes outicommentation relations.



schematically, we can extend Poincare as follows:L

4x,at= pra is square root ofa translation"

[Q,k = 9a+,at =0

[p-a7 = [PYat] =0

with just Poincare, representations were classified by PIand we

In SuSY, eps-are supermultiplets with equal numbers
-

of bosons and terious (and some mass and gage shares

To prove this, consider the operator 0 = 11" where is the

spin operator. OIB): 1B) and 01F): -176.

Therefore, OQIB) = 0 (F): -17), but Q01B) = R(B) =

F),
s90,03 = 0 and likewise (0,aTh =0. Now, let it be all

states ulsome eigenal of PF

&<ilop-1i) = E(;loxat11) + ELiloxtalic
= [Lil00a+(i) + [Ciloxi<j1a1i
ii
17

-(1000+ ()

=-Cl0xa+>
= O

But ECilOPVliL = p-Tr((13] = up-1F, so tur
Every boson has a fermionic partner of the same mass and charge,
(Not our mirese.)



Sepiest example of a supemultiplet is a single West R

femion (n=2) and a complex scalar (np =2).

2 = -"4884 + ix+or-t
wz

This is the (massless, non-interacting) mess-Lunio model

Looks kind of boring ... butwhat if we propose
a transformation 54= Ex, 548 = t

+ 4?

Here, t is an infinitesimal felonic parameter, and
Et means E*Eats (the locate-into spinor contraction).
Note also (t]: -E. We have Onscaler: t8"the/0+++6r+2.4.
If we want fun to be invariant

up to a total derivative
we need of to contain way. Try 54c: ilone 2.4.

C

-) Offeria:GOTF"8.46.40-+Erort+624
AFte some Pauli entrix identities we get

&fomio: - tt-+6eN8-t+6=4+f-N+Gu(strE
s5 = 0 up to total deivatives.

Still need to check that the SUSY algebra is closed: two

transformations should give mother.

SO, de3Y= OGlEd-OENE,N = i (t, over-Gotti-N

as32,23!
Pr



L
More subtle fortr

YO,0xT = i It, oFEt-GorGata-iG,ttht titttoInt
-

only vanish if equations
of motion are satisfied!

or4 =0

What's going on? Ourshell, it has I drof, which matches
& dofint. But offstel, it is a component complex
field with I doof, and ways ear projects out half
can fix this with a language multiplier. Add to the action

Caux = F*F wiec =is a complex antiary field.

E.O.M. is FO, so F does nothing. But if we define

O4c-O4z+tcF along wit OFFitEnt, the

x =0 up to (n)- -) and (0, 0x3 = iCt, orG- tart,t
on all fields x=0,00,+. 4, F,F9 F has restored

dof matching off-shell with 2 more bosonic doof

Can now restore indices.

(Qx.xt3 = 20:Pm



Ataste of SuSY pleo: K

The minimal supessimetric SM (MSSM) contains SUSY

portnes for all in fields, plus an extra Higgs doublet.

Instead of H and I, we have Hd and He which separately

give mass to up and down quarks.

Can define a new discrete symmetry called R-parity,

Pr =(- 1(3(B
-x) +2

· Pp = +1 for all Fields in SM, but PR = -1

for sus parties, so if this is a symmets of the MSSM

Lagersion the following are true:

-30sx particles are always pain-produced
· Lightest sus particle is stable: if neutral, can be DM
· foroids leading contributions to dine operator poeti

Note that we don't see a boson uncharge - and mass silkell

Sif 30s exists, it must be broken
-Making SUSY

portnes heavie. Horst seen any yet, so Msua; ITer.

Finally, 509 can be extended from a global to a local
symmetry => superfanity. Multiplet containing the

&ariton has a terminic partner two, the spin-
graviting. Could also be on but hard not to make

too many of them in early misse


